ASSET ALTERNATIVES

CAMBODIAN ART STRIVES TO PRESERVE A NATIONAL AND CULTURAL IDENTITY

Underexposed and undervalued
Lacking a dedicated museum and
exposure in international markets,
modern Cambodian art nevertheless
fetches increasingly handsome prices.
While the war may have left a legacy
of absence, incredibly adaptive artists
can be creative with little means – as is
evidenced by the great resourcefulness
of contemporary art
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y all measures, contemporary art
in Cambodia is a young and
vibrant offspring, rising phoenix-like
from the chaos of the 1970s and
1980s. A first glimpse was provided
by the New Art Gallery, opened by
semi-legendary US journalist Ed
Fitzgerald in 1994. The inaugural
exhibition featured self-taught artist
Svay Ken, born in 1933. Within five
years, he was one of the first internationally-recognized Cambodian
artists featured in the prestigious
Fukuoka Asian Art Trienniale in
1999 in Japan.
Acting as a counterpoise to a
string of popular painting shops in
“Art Street” near the National
Museum in Phnom Penh, the Reyum
Institute of Arts and Culture was
established by Ly Daravuth and
Ingrid Muan in 1998 as a gallery and
research centre. Svay was at every
Phnom Penh show he could manage
to attend, first with his walking stick
and at his last public appearance in a
wheelchair. His quiet presence
offered assurance to countless artists
from a new generation. He died in
December 2008.
Java Arts, established by photographer Dana Langlois in 2000, has
proven to be an important Phnom
Penh venue for both emerging and
established Khmer artists. She
observes that local artists are grow-

Leang Seckon: Soldiers arrive at the Palace, 2010, collage, mixed media on paper

ing in stature. In the past, Langlois
nurtured emerging artists by covering exhibition costs and not charging commissions. But since 2008,
her pricing reflects commercial
interests, the quality of mature
artists’ work and an added influx of
international buyers. A number of
Phnom Penh curators and gallery
owners now support artists on contract. Artist Leang Seckon says the
interest shown by international collectors is contributing to a rise in
professional standards. While travelling in Southeast Asia, he says,
Cambodia provides a “sometimes
exciting taste” for visiting collectors
of contemporary art.
No contemporary art museum
Whether by neglect or intention,
there are few avid Cambodian collectors of contemporary art works.
There is also little government interest shown in young emerging artists,

with no museum or national gallery
spaces dedicated to forming permanent collections. Collectors who
purchase from local exhibition spaces
tend to be expatriates and important
modern works of art inevitably
leave the country when they return
to their countries of origin. The
Singapore Art Museum is a leading
institutional collector of contemporary Cambodian works of art, as is
the Queensland Art Gallery through
the Sixth Asia Pacific Triennial of
Contemporary Art (showing until
April 5) which includes four Khmer
artists. Hong Kong collectors snap
up Cambodian works from commercial galleries.
A recent exhibition at Java Cafe
& Gallery in Phnom Penh celebrated
the work of two young artists,
Oeur Sokunteary and Meas Sokhorn.
An installation by Meas entitled
“Contemporary Art Museum” was
created to highlight the fact that
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Local artists have been propelled into the international arena with an explosion of exhibitions and artists visits
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